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Taglines work. In those days, BMW's cars regularly delivered class-leading handling and fun. In
, the German brand dropped the tagline and began a slow move away from cars that sing and
dance. But the company still has a few, such as the M2 CS, that are hanging in there, clinging to
the branches of the old family tree. The M2 CS is a limited-edition, high-powered version of the
M2, which is itself the hot version of the 2-series coupe. We're talking the rear-wheel-drive
2-series, not the front-drive-based, four-door 2-series Gran Coupe abomination that placed last
in a recent comparison test and is best thought of as an ultimate disappointment. Thankfully,
the M2 CS has nothing in common with that car. It does, however, share some parts with the
outgoing Competition-spec M3 and M4 , including the hp version of the M division's twin-turbo
3. Despite being a healthy 39 horses up on the M2 Competition , the CS isn't any quicker than its
sibling to relatively low-speed thresholds. Basically, it is limited in the run to 60 mph by the
traction of its rear tires. But the CS pushes ahead after hitting 60 mph in 3. With its six-speed
manual transmission, the CS pulls us in close. If you're lazy, it'll rev match on downshifts, and
the shifter has the positive, if slightly rubbery, motion of BMWs past. A test-equipment snafu
cost us our skidpad measurement, but by the seat-of-pants measurement this car has more grip
than the 1. We promise. Highs: An angry car designed to make us smile, manual-transmission
joy, BMW's best stuff. Those grippy Cup 2 tires probably deserve some credit for removing a lot
of numbness from the M2's steering. While you can't quite read the Braille of the pavement
through the Alcantara-wrapped wheel, the steering feedback is livelier than we've seen in recent
BMWs. Adaptive dampers, similar to those found on the previous-generation M3 and M4, are
available for the first time on the M2 and offer three modes. The Comfort setting works brilliantly
on canyon roads and probably even on racetracks , stiffening the damping as needed. Notching
up to the harsher settings fails to improve handling and makes the ride punishingly firm. In
addition to fade resistance, an added benefit of the ceramic rotors is that they won't leave brake
dust on the lovely gold wheels. Fearless prediction: When it comes to wheels, gold is the new
black. The brake pedal is a little softer than we like when used casually, but work the brakes
hard and there's nothing to complain about. Stopping from 70 mph took a short feet, and
hauling down from mph required feet. An M2 CS on a mountain road is a happy place. There's a
slight lag when you hit the accelerator on corner exit, as the turbochargers need a moment to
spin up. To ensure sharp engine responses, old M cars were naturally aspirated and fitted with
individual throttle bodies, but none of them made torque like modern turbocharged engines do.
The CS produces pound-feet of torque at a low rpm. Rear-seat space is tight, and there are only
two seatbelts back there, making this a four-seater. Carbon-fiber and more Alcantara trim dress
up this aging interior, and much of the switchgear appears to be from BMWs of the past, but
we're totally okay with that. A carbon-fiber hood and roof help the CS weigh 83 pounds less
than the M2 Competition. Pushed to its lofty cornering limits, the CS acts even lighter and
smaller than its pounds. Those exotic Camaros and Mustangs offer more power and the same
connected driving experience, but the M2 is smaller, lighter, and undeniably special in its own
right. It's one of the last true BMWs. We just hope the engineers responsible have a particular
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Tests. When it comes to max performance, the word "compromise" is a curse, but never fear,
the BMW M2 Competition doesn't have to put a quarter in the swear jar. Compared with the
regular BMW 2-series , this souped-up coupe badass boasts a meaner mug and wider hips, a
chassis tuned for attacking racetracks, and a more powerful engine. The hard-charging,
high-revving twin-turbo straight-six eats up straightaways quicker than Kobayashi downs hot
dogs. While we prepare for the extinction of manual transmissions, this little BMW still fights for
the resistance. It offers a snappy dual-clutch automatic, too. Its harsh ride and unimpressive
interior are less contentious on the more affordable Mi, but the true M car is terrific specifically
because it's an uncompromising driver's car. BMW leaves well enough alone with the M2
Competition. The high-performance coupe enters the new model year without any changes
whatsoever. As a true driver's machine, our M2 Competition definitely would have the standard
manual transmission instead the optional seven-speed automatic. Of the other few available
options, we'd select the Executive package for its adaptive headlights, heated steering wheel,
driver assists, wireless charging, and Wi-Fi hotspot, but we'd pass on the sunroof and M
Driver's package. The M2's snorty twin-turbo 3. That combination reaches the rear wheels via a
standard six-speed manual transmission or an optional seven-speed dual-clutch automatic. The

engine moves the M2 with an unbridled ferocity and creates stomach butterflies as you rev it to
the rpm redline. Like an explicit scene from Fifty Shades of Grey , the M2's punishing ride needs
a safe word. But there isn't one. Those willing to accept the abuse on regular roads will be
rewarded with pure ecstasy on the track. There, the M2 handles like an extension of its driver,
with gleefully violent thrust and a clairvoyant chassis. Harsh ride aside, the M2 is a phenomenal
driver's car. Namby-pamby drivers who complain will find solace in the softer BMW Mi. Instead
of the adaptive dampers available on most rivals, the BMW uses conventional passive shocks
tuned the old-fashioned way. Too bad the electrically assisted power steering spoils some of
the fun. The M2 has massive rotors and powerful binders that provide excellent pedal feedback
that never fades. The manual M2 is slightly more efficient than the automatic, according to the
EPA. The stick-shift model is rated at 18 mpg city and 24 mpg highway, whereas the auto comes
in at 16 mpg city and 23 mpg highway. We've tested the former on our mph fuel-economy route,
which is part of our extensive testing regimen , and it earned 27 mpg on the highway. The M2
Competition excites the senses behind the wheel and commands attention on the street, but its
low-quality interior fails to do either. It's littered with racy carbon-fiber and faux-suede trim, but
the panel fit and finish is disappointing at this price. Not all the cars we test join our long-term
fleet for 40, miles of scrutiny, but the M2 is one example that has. As such, we noted an
increasing number of squeaks and rattles within the interior during the first 25, miles of our test.
We do like the driver's seating position and the logical layout of the controls. The M2 is a
four-seater, but for extended travel, it is best suited to two passengers, their luggage, and a
handful of sundries. While none of these compact sports cars are ideal travel companions, the
BMW holds fewer carry-ons than most rivals and suffers from a particularly small
center-console storage bin. The Bimmer's standard iDrive infotainment system works through
an 8. The M2's infotainment screen is angled toward the driver atop the dash, which preserves
peripheral vision. The M2 also has dual USB ports and three volt outlets throughout. Even
though the M2 Competition is a track-focused car, it does offer driver-assistance technology.
Key safety features include:. Compared with all of its direct competitors, the BMW has equal or
better warranty coverage. Specifically, it has an unrivaled complimentary
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Based on past spy photos , the next-generation BMW 2 Series coupe will be a traditional BMW
with old-school proportions and rear-wheel drive. And just as expected, it will continue to have
an M version, which we see for the first time in these latest shots. It appears to follow the
classic M formula, too, simply pumping up the shape of the base car. The most obvious sign
that this is the M2 actually comes at the back of the car. Replacing the neatly integrated exhaust
tips of the regular car are four gaping tailpipes poking out a pair of rectangular cutouts. It looks
very much like the exhaust of the M3 and M4. Besides the big exhaust, there seems to be a
slightly more pronounced lip spoiler on the trunk lid. As for the rest of the car, the only other
clearly visible changes are around the wheels. The fenders have been flared even further for an
aggressive look and to make it easy to fit wide wheels and tires. This example is wearing what
looks like production-ready wheels with a mesh or basket-weave inspired design. Behind them
are sizable drilled brake rotors and calipers painted in M blue. We're expecting the 2 Series to
be revealed in time for the model year. This is in part based on a leaked photo of the car from
earlier this year that showed it in production guise. The M version could be revealed a few
months after the regular versions. We're also expecting it to make at least horsepower, the
amount made by the current M2 Competition. It could also get the six-speed manual
transmission from those cars, in addition to the inevitable dual-clutch automatic. We get it. Ads
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